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you have any feedback?
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Lunar PET Landscape Cheatsheet (1/2)

PRIVATE COMPUTATION (CRYPTOGRAPHY) PIIs DE-IDENTIFICATION

SOFTWARE BASED HARDWARE BASED
(TEEs MIDDLEWARE)

SYNTHETIC DATA DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

What is the value proposition of
these companies?

● Allow mutually-distrusting parties to confidentially collaborate on data
analysis or to analyze data while keeping it secret

● Remove Personally Identifiable Information from data analyses

● Create a “surrogate” data set that
has the statistical/overall
characteristics of the original, but
does not contain sensitive
information

● Perform aggregate queries on a
dataset, while ensuring the
queries’ results do not expose any
PIIs

Techniques ● HE: ensures that both the data
and the result of the analysis
remains secret, removing the
need to trust the location where
the analysis takes place.

● SMPC: enables multiple
mutually-distrusting parties to
collaborate on a joint analysis on
confidential data, preventing any
participant from learning
anything about the inputs
provided by the other parties.

● ZKP: allows data provided by one
party to remain secret while
being verified by another party.

● Trusted Execution
Environments: a secure partition
of a larger chip/SoC that secures
the execution environment of the
analysis by isolating it completely
from the rest of the machine
processes.

● Synthetic Data: multiple data
generation techniques which
create an artificial data set
mimicking the properties and
correlations of an original,
confidential dataset

● Differential Privacy: its main
goal is to protect the privacy of
any individual providing his
information to a database that is
used for aggregate analysis.

What enabled this? ● Advances in computer Science
and cryptography

● Advances in hardware hardening
and virtualization

● Various advances (depending on
the technique used)

● Advances in machine learning
and statistics

How do they look? ● A cryptographic protocol telling
participants what computations
to perform, what information to
encrypt and how, and where to
send it

● Software component that
orchestrates a hardware enclave
(often provisioned by a cloud
provider)

● Software generating novel
datasets to be used in place of
the original

● Software sitting between the
data analyst and the sensitive
dataset, offering an anonymized
view by adding noise to the “true”
results of the queries

What computational efficiency/
performance losses do we incur?

● Large efficiency hit (often
1000x-10,000x or more) but
rapidly improving with R&D
progress

● Moderate performance hits
(depending on the type of
computation, CPU or GPU
architectures, etc)

● No performance hit ● No performance hit

© 2021 Berlin Innovation Ventures GmbH All Rights Reserved 7
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Lunar PET Landscape Cheatsheet (2/2)

PRIVATE COMPUTATION (CRYPTOGRAPHY) PIIs DE-IDENTIFICATION

SOFTWARE BASED HARDWARE BASED
(TEEs MIDDLEWARE)

SYNTHETIC DATA DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

Impact on accuracy or validity of
results

● Perfect accuracy/validity ● Validity of results depends on the
quality of the software and the
expertise of the data scientist in
charge of producing the
synthetic data

● Validity and accuracy are high if
correctly used. However, it is
often not possible to apply a full
analysis due to restrictions like a
“privacy budget”

Difficulty of integration and
workflow impact

● Often hard to integrate into
existing systems, requires
assistance of security experts

● Requires the adaptation and
deployment of applications to a
new environment

● As of 2021, there are no
technological barriers to
integrating this

● Does not require extensive
integration since it generates a
new data set that can be used
instead of the original one

● May create a convoluted
workflow, where the data
scientist creates hypotheses on
the synthetic data, then verified
by a 3rd party on the original
data

● Important impact on workflow,
as the DP software often ends
being the UX of the data analyst /
the interface to the data being
analyzed

● Made people quite unhappy —
this system does not jibe well
with the way companies work
with  data

Required expertise from the
developer or data scientist

● Requires deep and nuanced
understanding of security and
cryptography (except in some
uniquely easy-to-integrate cases,
e.g. Zama)

● Does not require particular
expertise, assuming reasonably
strong middleware (e.g. Anjuna)

● The data scientist who
anonymizes the data needs
expertise to create synthetic data
with characteristics consistent to
the original dataset, and/or that
properly hides sensitive
information

● The data scientist who consumes
the anonymized data does not
need particular expertise

● Does not require particular
expertise from the data scientist

Commercial maturity ● Early ● Medium ● Mature ● Medium

Confidentiality assurance ● Confidentiality is mathematically
guaranteed: as long as
integration was done well (which
is challenging), privacy is entirely
preserved

● Confidentiality is based on
hardware trustworthiness

● Proven to be vulnerable to
multiple types of side-channel
attacks

● With these caveats in mind, TEEs
are secure as long as integration
was done well

● Confidentiality is based on the
skills of the data scientists and
the technique used

● Lack of standardization and best
practices prevents predictable
assurances of confidentiality

● Confidentiality is guaranteed —
as long as the system parameters
were chosen well

● However, there is an inherent
tradeoff between: the desired
level of privacy, the number of
queries that the system can
perform and their accuracy.

© 2021 Berlin Innovation Ventures GmbH All Rights Reserved 8
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Section 1: Why PET?

© Berlin Innovation Ventures GmbH 2020 - All Rights Reserved

What are the opportunities?

Like previous waves of cryptography, 
PETs adoption could unlock a trillion 
dollar opportunity by helping us extract 
more value from existing data, driving 
the creation of even more of it and 
enabling a new generation of services 
and use-cases to flourish.

What are PETs?

PETs are a set of cryptographic 
techniques and protocol, architectural 
designs, data workflows, and systems of 
hardware and software that enable 
adversarial parties to collaborate on 
sensitive data without needing to rely 
on mutual trust. 

What problems do PET solve?

Handling sensitive data and sharing it 
with third parties impose large liabilities 
which have prevented us from exploiting 
the full potential of the data ecosystem. 
PETs enable adversarial parties to 
collaborate on sensitive data without 
needing to rely on mutual trust.

Goal, benefits and cost of 
adoption.

PETs’ main goal is to increase the level 
of confidentiality when multiple parties 
collaborate together on sensitive data. 
PETs drastically improve the trade off 
between generating value from data 
and respecting its secrecy, but can incur 
meaningful accuracy and efficiency 
losses.

Berlin Innovation Ventures GmbH 2021 - All Rights Reserved
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Zero-knowledge Proofs
Zero-knowledge-proofs allow data provided 
by one party to remain secret while being 
verified by another party. It acts as an 
auditing system which allows the 
underlying information not to be disclosed 
in full to the auditor. 

Section 2: PET techniques

Homomorphic Encryption
Homomorphic encryption cryptographically 
ensures that both the data and the result of 
the analysis remains secret, removing the 
need to trust the location where the analysis 
takes place.

Differential Privacy
Differential privacy’s main goal is to protect 
the privacy of any individual providing his 
information to a database that is used for 
aggregate analysis.

Synthetic Data Generation
Synthetic data is an artificial data set 
that mimics the properties and 
correlations of an original, confidential 
dataset

Trusted Execution Environments
A Trusted Execution Environment is a secure 
partition of a larger chip/SoC that secures the 
execution environment of the analysis by 
isolating it completely from the rest of the 
machine processes.

Federated Machine Learning
Federated learning ships machine 
learning models to the locations where 
the data is stored to perform the training 
locally, decoupling the training process 
from the need to access, share and store 
all the data in a centralized location.

Berlin Innovation Ventures GmbH 2021 - All Rights Reserved
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Secure Multi-Party Computation
Secure Multi-Party Computation enables 
multiple mutually-distrusting parties to 
collaborate on a joint analysis on 
confidential data, preventing any 
participant from learning anything about 
the inputs provided by the other parties.
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Section 3: the emerging PET market

Corporate Initiatives
Tech corporates have been early 
adopters for their internal tools and 
developer evangelists for their PET 
open source frameworks. The focus 
will soon shift to building 
PET-powered commercial 
applications.

Early PET applications 
The scope and breadth of PET 
applications is staggering and 
reflects the paradigm shifting 
nature of the underlying 
technologies.

The PET Market
Though in its very early stages and 
still behind in the hype cycle, the 
PET market is seeing a strong 
inflection point. A new generation of 
startups is flourishing, while PET is 
increasingly becoming part of the 
tech giants’ strategic agenda.

Startup Landscape
The PET startup landscape is 
expanding rapidly and currently 
skewed towards building enabling 
infrastructure. Further verticalization 
still requires scientific and 
engineering advancements in the 
underlying technologies.

Berlin Innovation Ventures GmbH 2021 - All Rights Reserved
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Lunar PET Landscape Cheatsheet (1/2)

PRIVATE COMPUTATION (CRYPTOGRAPHY) PIIs DE-IDENTIFICATION

SOFTWARE BASED HARDWARE BASED
(TEEs MIDDLEWARE)

SYNTHETIC DATA DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

What is the value proposition of
these companies?

● Allow mutually-distrusting parties to confidentially collaborate on data
analysis or to analyze data while keeping it secret

● Remove Personally Identifiable Information from data analyses

● Create a “surrogate” data set that
has the statistical/overall
characteristics of the original, but
does not contain sensitive
information

● Perform aggregate queries on a
dataset, while ensuring the
queries’ results do not expose any
PIIs

Techniques ● HE: ensures that both the data
and the result of the analysis
remains secret, removing the
need to trust the location where
the analysis takes place.

● SMPC: enables multiple
mutually-distrusting parties to
collaborate on a joint analysis on
confidential data, preventing any
participant from learning
anything about the inputs
provided by the other parties.

● ZKP: allows data provided by one
party to remain secret while
being verified by another party.

● Trusted Execution
Environments: a secure partition
of a larger chip/SoC that secures
the execution environment of the
analysis by isolating it completely
from the rest of the machine
processes.

● Synthetic Data: multiple data
generation techniques which
create an artificial data set
mimicking the properties and
correlations of an original,
confidential dataset

● Differential Privacy: its main
goal is to protect the privacy of
any individual providing his
information to a database that is
used for aggregate analysis.

What enabled this? ● Advances in computer Science
and cryptography

● Advances in hardware hardening
and virtualization

● Various advances (depending on
the technique used)

● Advances in machine learning
and statistics

How do they look? ● A cryptographic protocol telling
participants what computations
to perform, what information to
encrypt and how, and where to
send it

● Software component that
orchestrates a hardware enclave
(often provisioned by a cloud
provider)

● Software generating novel
datasets to be used in place of
the original

● Software sitting between the
data analyst and the sensitive
dataset, offering an anonymized
view by adding noise to the “true”
results of the queries

What computational efficiency/
performance losses do we incur?

● Large efficiency hit (often
1000x-10,000x or more) but
rapidly improving with R&D
progress

● Moderate performance hits
(depending on the type of
computation, CPU or GPU
architectures, etc)

● No performance hit ● No performance hit

© 2021 Berlin Innovation Ventures GmbH All Rights Reserved 48
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Lunar PET Landscape Cheatsheet (2/2)

PRIVATE COMPUTATION (CRYPTOGRAPHY) PIIs DE-IDENTIFICATION

SOFTWARE BASED HARDWARE BASED
(TEEs MIDDLEWARE)

SYNTHETIC DATA DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

Impact on accuracy or validity of
results

● Perfect accuracy/validity ● Validity of results depends on the
quality of the software and the
expertise of the data scientist in
charge of producing the
synthetic data

● Validity and accuracy are high if
correctly used. However, it is
often not possible to apply a full
analysis due to restrictions like a
“privacy budget”

Difficulty of integration and
workflow impact

● Often hard to integrate into
existing systems, requires
assistance of security experts

● Requires the adaptation and
deployment of applications to a
new environment

● As of 2021, there are no
technological barriers to
integrating this

● Does not require extensive
integration since it generates a
new data set that can be used
instead of the original one

● May create a convoluted
workflow, where the data
scientist creates hypotheses on
the synthetic data, then verified
by a 3rd party on the original
data

● Important impact on workflow,
as the DP software often ends
being the UX of the data analyst /
the interface to the data being
analyzed

● Made people quite unhappy —
this system does not jibe well
with the way companies work
with  data

Required expertise from the
developer or data scientist

● Requires deep and nuanced
understanding of security and
cryptography (except in some
uniquely easy-to-integrate cases,
e.g. Zama)

● Does not require particular
expertise, assuming reasonably
strong middleware (e.g. Anjuna)

● The data scientist who
anonymizes the data needs
expertise to create synthetic data
with characteristics consistent to
the original dataset, and/or that
properly hides sensitive
information

● The data scientist who consumes
the anonymized data does not
need particular expertise

● Does not require particular
expertise from the data scientist

Commercial maturity ● Early ● Medium ● Mature ● Medium

Confidentiality assurance ● Confidentiality is mathematically
guaranteed: as long as
integration was done well (which
is challenging), privacy is entirely
preserved

● Confidentiality is based on
hardware trustworthiness

● Proven to be vulnerable to
multiple types of side-channel
attacks

● With these caveats in mind, TEEs
are secure as long as integration
was done well

● Confidentiality is based on the
skills of the data scientists and
the technique used

● Lack of standardization and best
practices prevents predictable
assurances of confidentiality

● Confidentiality is guaranteed —
as long as the system parameters
were chosen well

● However, there is an inherent
tradeoff between: the desired
level of privacy, the number of
queries that the system can
perform and their accuracy.

© 2021 Berlin Innovation Ventures GmbH All Rights Reserved 49
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